We are hiring

To support our Information Security Team at our Headquarters in Leipzig, we are looking to recruit an

Information Security Governance Professional (f/m/d)

The information security team is responsible for creating the information security framework, the execution of 2nd line of defence audits, the definition of the security architecture and management of security incidents in the context of cyber security threats.

Your tasks:
- Supporting and execution of Information Security Audits within the institution and at our service providers
- Supporting external audits of the institution
- Acting as a primary contact for any questions relating to information security framework
- Supporting implementation projects with regards to implementation guidance for technical and organisational measures
- Supporting contract negotiation with the company’s service providers for IT related services
- Supporting the ISO function in the overall management of Information Security

Your profile:
- Degree in computer science or a related discipline, incl. business English at negotiation level
- Previous experience in the field of information security is essential
- Previous knowledge in managing an information security framework is essential
- Knowledge of German banking-related regulatory landscape and information security requirements
- Knowledge of information security management according to ISO 2700X standards and “BSI Grundschutz”
- CISSP, TISP or CISA certification advantageous

We offer you
- The opportunity to be part of IT security in the energy sector – a growing industry
- A pleasant atmosphere in an international team
- Continuous training opportunities for your personal development
- Attractive compensation and benefits package (pension fund contributions, meal vouchers, job ticket, childcare allowance etc.)
- Bespoke onboarding plan

Applications from candidates with disabilities are welcome and will be given preferential treatment if equally suitable. Interested? We are looking forward to receiving your application, including CV, motivation letter and documents by stating the desired salary and earliest possible starting date via email to: jobs@ecc.de